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Study on pilot inquiries and post-enumeration checks/.used in conjunction with African
population censuses

The Fourth Conference of African Statisticians recommended that
a study should be made on pilot enquiries and post-enumeration checks
used in conjunction with population surveys in Africa.

This topic has

a special relevance in the context of the coming, 1970 round of
censuses of population.

The general world programme has been set

forth in the United Nations Principles and Recommendations for the 1970
■1 /

—

' ■ ^—

Population Censuses-7, and the African programme, as evolved from the
deliberations of the First and Second Working Groups on Censuses of
2/

Population and Housing-^ has also been finalized and presented in the

document, African Recommendations for the 1970 Censuses-^/
In this paper, a critical review is made of the pilot enquiries

and post-enumeration checks used in conjunction with population surveys
in African countries and for which information is available to the ECA
Secretariat.

The two topics are dealt with separately.

1/

ST/STAT/SER .M/44

2/

Report of the First Working Group on Censuses of Population and
Housing (E/CN.14/CAS.4/CPH/ll); Report of the Second Working Group
on Censuses of Population and Housing (E/CN.I4/CAS.5/CPH/8).

'3/-

(E/CN.I4/CAS.5/CPH/9).

:
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2

Pilot Inquiries

Pretests and pilot inquiries are those inquiries,

which usually

precede main inquiries or censuses, 'meant to test the methods and
procedures

to be

used in the

main operation.

Available information indicates that pilot inquiries have become
an accepted feature in all major demographic inquiries carried out in

African countries.

In all demographic inquiries carried out so far,

at least the questionnaires and other forms used have always been pre
tested and where necessary amended in accordance with the experience
gained in the

tests before

the final inquiry took place.

censuses and surveys undertaken in the region,trial
censuses

or

surveys

suitability of all

In most cases

are

carried

the methods

out

as

a

means

of

In almost all

censuses or pilot

testing

the

to be used in the major operations.

these pilot surveys are undertaken in areas

selected on a purposive basis in the different parts of the countries.
If howevex
sample

these pilot inquiries could be arranged on a probability

basis,

they could serve an additional

objective

of supplying

advance estimates of population siae and characteristics with the
probable limits of error of estimation determined for each figure
estimated-'.
in the

It is not known to what extent

African countries,

this potential

was realised

but it may be worthwhile keeping the

possibility in view in designing future pilot inquiries.
Some
inquiries

countries have even, gone
to

test

the

to the extent of carrying out pilot

suitability of

for the census night or day,

the

day of

especially where

the

the

week to be

selected

census or survey is

to be a de facto count.

l/ United Nations Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Population
Censuses,

Sales No

■

67-XVII.3,

United Nations,

New York,

I967.
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One of the major uses to, which, pilot .inquiries.have been

Africa is the

training of census, or survey.staff.^ ^For.enumerators the,

pilot surveys offer the opportunity of practicing the work.;tbat will be
carried out during the main operation.

It has been the usual practice

for the enumerators in the main pilot inquiries •fo_-bec*ome_ "tKe_-rf Z..L •'
supervisors of the enumerators in the major or- main '.census? 6fJ survey
operation.

For office staff the1"1 pilo't- inquifies^help- ih'-th'e'-revision "

of codes and code" lists and "also provide experience in actual processing
of census data both at the clerical and mechanical" stages".;'-'At -both of.
these

stages the-pilot inquiry documents; help, to, train staff,Jind -set up

standards .of quality control w_hi,ch, are essential in-4the processing. ..of
statistical data.

.

•

;.

■■

: <- ..l - ■.

,

.:-.co

■nvf .. ■!■' • Tu

Other uses of pilot inquiries in Africa have'-been to "examine:'-• 1
(a)

the

suitability of enumeration area maps

(b)

the

suitability and adequacy of training given to enumerators

,(c)

the

omission and error rate

(d)

of enumerators

the number of enumerators which a supervisor can handle
effectively

..

effectiveness

._ .:-._

of census

,

■

,.•-■<■

-

_■

,

(e)

the

field organization

(f)

the speed of enumerators

(g)

the accuracy of the estimates of.population size of..

,

,.

..

i;, v ,.

■■■

.

.. c

_„ ,

%

©numeration areas

(h)

(i)

the

non-response rates

for various items in the questionnaire

the non-response rates of specific groups in the
population if any

•

■

*

-

"'

''

(j)

the

effectiveness of'"census-'publicity work-'.

(k)

the

effectiveness' of' historical

of ages

'

.

,

-

.■" * '; .•

*

-'

'

.

calendars-in. the'.estimation

,

.

;n.r;; .

(l) population characteristicsespecially where no such
. information exists.

■

*

/
,' , .
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It

is

'

evident from reports

from different

countries

that pilot

inquiries have always proved1useful,' especially in-making amendments to
census"questionnaires,•instructions

maps,
II.

for enumerators,

enumeration area

and sometimes''even- in-' 'the " timing of the.main census or survey.

PoBt-Qriumoration checks

■

__.

.

■;,-In. considering the nature'of post-enumeration checks which have
been: carried.puty in; the- region, __ it, is necessary to distinguish those
of East' African- oountriosi .from the'remainder because, of differences, in
population- census, arrangements.

"

.

'.-•••

-

- .

.

'* ""Censuses' in Kenya,'" -"Tanzania'-ahd 'Uganda- have involved" the use of

detailed questionnaires in urban areas,

■

while data on the rural

population have been limited to sax and age group.

Sample surveys have

been-undertaken in rur(al, areas .after the main census enumeration for the
purpose

of collecting more

detailed information.

although limited in coverage,
checks because

These

surveys,

can also, be regarded as "post-enumeration

they meet some, of the objectives of inquiries specifically

designed for evaluating census operations* - ^".ri, ■■■ ,'. ; i.cs:-.'i '"!'. ' -

.'■'•

-

...

■

In other countries, post-enumeration checks have also been sample
inquiries following the census or survey'but with the
coverage.

same geographical

Tneir first aim has always-been to check the accuracy of the

census or main survey'account but iri some cases there have also been

twd other objectives.

One has been to utilize the opportunity provided

by a more closely supervised^operation carried out by-better trainnd

enumerators for the collection of additional informationwhich could
not be

obtained with a satisfactorydegree ofjaccuracy in the main

enquiry;\'■■■■ The. other has ;been to-check the reliability of the more
detailed information obtained at the time of the census.

For this

purpose certain questions-are'repeated/ in.the-post-enumeration survey

and a sample of these records are matched with the corresponding census

forms, enabling detailed comparison of the persons enumerated on each
occasion and of the characteristics recorded in respect of these persons.

..:
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(i) Objectives of African post-enumeration checks
Post-enumeration checks in Africa,
so far had three main objectives:
of censuses;

second,

to check on

like

first,

thoso elsewhere have

to check on the coverage

the content

error or the

.

, ,

reliability of information collected in the censuses and,-third,
collection of additional

However,
undertaken in

Available

not all
the

data.

the post-enumeration checks

region have included all

information indicates that all

objective,

while

few had the

some

also had

second objective,

the

or surveys '

three" objectives. '

of them had the first

third

objective.

and only in respect

Only very

of the

Ghana

Surrey (i960) were results actually published.
(ii)Interval' between main census or survey and post-enumeration

-.

check

!

For most

!

of the

countries

the

T"I

■

interval .between the

~~;

. -■;

main census

or survey enumeration and the post-enumeration check is not given
in

the

available

question has
Togo,

to.explain

the results
interval

and .exact

information

on

this'

so far been provided only for. Sierra Le'one,

Ghana and Uganda.

may help

above.

publications

of the

between

to

two

This

is

unfortunate

since

outsidera

some.of the

differences

operations.

the. two

operations

Table
for

2 shows

the

the

the

countries

Liberia,

interval

betweon

exact

. .'

mentioned

According to available information the post-enumeration

check of Sierra Leone and Uganda

began almost immediately after

the,.main census enumeration,

while

was

of about

in each case

an interval

for Liberia and Ghana^there
three

to four months between

the census night (beginning of the main census enumeration) and

the''beginning of tho post-enumeration check.
of one year was in Togo.

The'.longest interval

E/CN.14/CAS.5/17
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III.

Sample Design

■"■'

In general the samples for the post-enumeration checks were twostage stratified,

the strata being geographical areas.

Ihe first stage

was the list of localities or enumeration areas and the second stage
consisted of houses or households.

Ihe sample size generally ranged

between 5 per cent and 10 per cent of the total populations except
in Tunisia where the areas selected represented about 27-per cent of the
total population.

Table 3 gives details of sample design for the

different countries.
IV.■ Type of Enumerators Used

As is normally the case in sample surveys, in all the postenumeration checks carried out in Africa on which information is

available, better trained and better qualified enumerators; than those
used in the major census or survey operations were used.

Ihus in almost

all of them the enumerators for the post-enumeration checks were always
those who acted as supervisors of enumerators in the major census or
survey operation.

Even in cases where

had to be supplemented,
census enumerators.

the number of census supervisors

the selection was made from th© beet of the

Another safeguard for better enumeration in

the

post-enumeration checks was that each enumerator usually handled a

smaller number of persons than the census survey enumerator.
general

In

they were also better paid for their work than the census

enumerators.

One point mentioned in the Siera Leono Census Report^/

which is worthy of note is the provision during the post-enumeration

1/

1963 Population Census of Sierra Leone, Vol. 2, Social -.Characteristics;
Central Statistics Office,

Freetown, I965.

E/CN.1-4/CAS.5/17
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that supervisors of tfce census enumeration were not assigned to'areas
in,which they worked during the census.

The'aim of this was obviously

to..avoid intentional errors in the post-enumeration which would'h^ve
covered up some census errors.

As recommended by the Second Working"

Group on Censuses of Population and Housing, it may be advantageous'to

use female, enumerators in the post-enumeration check in some countries,

as was done in the Sudan, in order to get better information, especially
on births and deaths from female respondents.
V.

Comparison of Census and Post-enumeration results *

*"

■

■

■

In all the" countries' for which information is" available it.-is clear

that 'comparisons "between the census and post-enumeration .were' done, on

the basis of aggregates. l For some countries, Kenya, Ghana,

Tanganyika,

"arid Uganda there were' comparisons at regional''or district level as-well
as at the national level.

So far it was only in Sierra Leone -and Ghana

that reports- show that there was one-to-one matching.of a sample of the
persons enumerated In both operations.

For these.two countries.there was

firstly what /can be called an office matching of persons enumerated in
-the two operations, and then after that a field reconciliation, to help
clear remaining-doubts or difficulties that could not be
resolved
in
,the
.....
^ /
....
office.

For.rGhana there are

tables in the administrative report-

the"l'96O' census to show-the full details of bo,th office and.field.
matching.-

VI.

•* .

.

■

.

.

,

,

on

,
. -■

General results obtained in the Post-enumeration checks
Published results

so. far show

1.

the

(Table 5)

of all these post-enumeration checks held

following:

That for all the countries,

Kenya,

there was under enumeration,

census

or

survey.

.-

except Ghana and to some extent
especially of children, in the main
.

\J Census office, i960 Population Census,of Ghana, Vol. V, General Report

E/CN.14/CAS.5/17
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■

The extent of the under count ranged between 1 per cent in Kenya
to 8.2 par cent in Tanganyika.

For Ghana it' has "been provisionally

estimated that there was on over-enumeration of between 0.6 per cent
and 2.5 per cent.

For Kenya,

the rosults showed over-enumeration'in

some districts estimated to be not more than I.25 per cent of the total
population but under-numeration in some other districts, for which
no estimate has been given;

on analysis of the age distribution

however an under-anumeration of about 1 per cont in the general ftonsun
was arrived at.

The

final estimate was that as far as evidence

'

existed and for those areas where checks were held the coverage of
.t^a general census in Kenya'was correct to within 1 per'cfcnt.

Thero

was, however, a qualification that this final assessment was based on
scanty and inadequate information and.that "it is not possible to
hazard a guess at the true margin of error to which the census results
may hava been liable".—'

2,

The checks also showed that age distributions obtained ..in .the ■•

post-anumerations or sample censuses were generally of better quality
than those obtained in the main censuses or surveys.

This is of

course due not. only tc the. better training of the snumeratiors engaged
in the surveys.,
them.

tut also to the better work actually carried out .by

This adds more weight

to the notion that,

for certain topics.,

better ^results can be obtained in a sample survey than, in a.complets
enumeration.

This view was strongly supported by the Second.Working ..

Group on Censuses of Population and Housing when it recommended that for
the sake of'better results only certain-topics'should be.'icovered-in : the

complete enumerations while additional topics may be covered in a

sampls survey undertaken either symultaneously with the main enumeration
or

after it.

-

.

...

1/ Kenya Population Census, 1962, Vol.Ill, African Population. .
Statistics Division, Ministry of Economic Planning and Development,
October, I966.

-

■ ■■-

- "-
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VII.
.

Lessons from the

the

examples given in,this

only country

It is intended that
becomes available

that has

this

from

from post-enumeration checks

reported in

study will be

section relate
detail

ok. all

to Ghana which
its experiences.

revised as more information .

other countries*

There is no doubt
beyond doubt

lessons

these will be discussed under separate headings. ■ ;

Most of the
is

Fos't-enumeration checks

In order to cover fully the

Held in Africa,

"

that African post—enumeration cheolcs have proved

the utility .of

these inquiries.

It has already been shown

tha'-t first, as 'far as coverage iVcbncerried, all tho censuses or main

surveys'have been incomplete and1 that with the exception of a few,...all
'the rest have' reculted in' un'dercounts, especially of. children.
•

reasons
a

for1these undercounts have been given by Ghana which carried out

special

in the

1.
'that

A few

field check

census.

These

to

find'out why houses

or individuals were missed

ara:

Inaccessibility of certain villages and hamleta!

eopeoially in forest arsas

enumerators

because

the

hamlets

It was.found

some

small hamlets were;missed by census

wert

Jifficult

to

reach and because

in

•'some cases'!even' other villages'" in the area did not know of "the existence
'■'-of these-'hamlets.r

-

.

'■-'

:

.-

*

'-

■

l

2. Village layout: Be'cause many villages were built without any

ordered:plan,

.

':-1-

the

enumerators

wero

missqd some

of

houses were so haphazardly clustered thcit some''.'-"
oonfused as

the

houses.

they proceeded with their work ind thus
.

■

.

■

_

.■. /■'

3«>Persons absent:. Sometimes enumerators, missed whole' houses*"'

fj because.jO^-their first visits .they found, no one- at home, 'and also forgot
to record^suph-. houses- ,hs instructed,
back.

to remind them

they had to call

E/CN.14/CAS.5/17
Page
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4- Group enumeration in public places: It was found that in in
some cases chiefs asked all persons in certain localities to meet at

a public place to be enumerated.

Even though persons enumerated in

this way were classified on a house to house basis, those who refused
to join the group were completely missed.

In the case of Ghana in particular it was found that overenumeration was due

to a number of reasons:

1. Over-enthusiasm and high mobility of the population, which may
have led to double counting of some people.

2. Some fictitious enumerations. A case to illustrate this is
reported, where the post-enumeration showed that a census enumerator

■

just took from a certain chief in a certain village the names of the

inhabitants of another village which the post enumeration showed had long
ceased to exist at the time of the census.

VIII. After discussing coverage in the censuses, the causes that
contributed to the defects in the coverage in one or both operations,

and the lessons learned from them may now be discussed.
1. Enumeration

These are:

errors: It is obvious from experiences mentioned

above that not all census enumerators follow t£nir instructions and that
at least some try to simplify their work by enumerating people at public
meetings instead of from house to house.

There is also considerable

loss through failure to record houses which require second visits.

Failure to visit remote, villages ie an important cause of error. Another
difficulty arises when enumerators do not understand what types of
persons are to be included.

For example,

in Kenya the data for

one district had to be excluded from the sample census results' because
thn enumerators decided to exclude children from the records.

' ■

E/CN.14/CAS; 5/1.7
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2.

lime Interval:

11

'

■"

It has been proved"beyond doubt that the time

interval between the main census or survey oporation and the postenumeration should not be

too long,

otherwise the

two operations become

independent and one oannot strictly be used as a check on the other.-This is especially so'in a country where

very mobile.

Secondly the

the population is known to be

■

timing of the two operations should be such

that one does not fall in a period when population mobility is at a

minimum, while the other takes place when mobility is at its highest.
3.

Conaspts and definitions:

tha concepts,

Care

should be

taken-to -ensuro' that

definitions and procedures of enumeration adopted in the

two-operations are as.far as possible the same.
Ghana.'-s-experience

It is obvious from

that-changes in concepts and definitions or

misunderstanding of these by one

differences which in fact made

set of enumerators led to many

the -two operations independent.

For

example it'is.known1 that many post-enumeration interviewers defined
houses in a manner which led separate classifications- of

which could.be regarded as parts of houses.

structures

Thus the number of houses

enumerated in- the post ©numeration survey was .apparently much higher
than in the. census,

even though checks showed later that

the case.

r

this was no.t^
.

. ;,

.

A second difficulty arose from the use of- the"house" as the unit
of enumeration in the

enumeration survey.

census and the

"household-" as

the unit in the post-

This has been found to have led to an. undercount "•

in the post-enumeration in many areas where

housing was. prevalent.

tHe

compound system of

In many such places the census enumerator ■'

generally used1.the- name of the oldest person in the house to identify

the whole compound, (e.g. Kweku Mensa's house).
interviewer,

on the other hand,

The post-enumeration

enumerated only Kweku Mensa's household

because he lived in a part of ..the whole compound,
everybody living in the other structures
compound.

,

instead of enumerating

that formed part of the

.

/
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Thirdly,

it was again wrong that while

answered questions

the

for all persons irrespective

census

enumerator

of age,

the

post-

enumeration interviewer was asked to list all persons and then to
answer questions

only for those aged 15 years and over.

under-enumeration of children in the post-enumeration,
encouraged the practice
some persons'
amount

to indicate

ages as being below 15 years in order to reduo6

of work they had

to do

is to be done between the
of aggregates

care

the

in filling questionnaires.

If "any form of matching

two enumerations.,especially below, the level,

should be

taken

to make

sure

that*definitions are

that persons and houses can: be clearly identified.

in Ghana

while it also

on the part of some interviewers

4. ...Identification of Persons or Houses.

such

This led to

It was found

that.it was very difficult to-match some individuals even

though they had..been enumerated in both operations.
people gave* different, names in the

two operations,

Thia was because"
both of which, were

correct. . For this "reason it has. been suggested; that in. any "future,,.

s.uch operation,, people must be asked to give all

their names even if

they:have four or. more different names by which,they, are known
differently in official circles,
neighbourhood in which they live.
was found difficult

in their own. homes,

and in the

.

As far as houses aro concerned, it .

to match houses in rural areas because enumerators

usually used.the names of the owner or the oldest'person in the house
-as the address

(e.g.,Kofi Atta's House)*

occupants of the house changed between the

For this reason,

where the

two operations,

the post-

enumeration interviewer could'not spot or identify Koffi' Atta' s house"

if it fell in his'sample, even though the house s'till existed.
-

5. Use' of. .Maps. ./Whenever maps are used to demarcate bounderi.es

,-of- enumeration"areas.: they should..be such that, as. far as possible,
different, people, may. read them in the

important is that whenever.,

same way.

two

What is even more,

owing, to oyer-laping in two adj.orning areas,

two census supervisors agree on new bounderies or to changes in mc-ps,

E/CN.H/CAS.5/17
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these changes should be brought to the notice of the post-enumeration
enumerator.

Such changes in the census have been found.to have led to

differences in some areas enumerated in the two operations even-though
they were thought to be same.

This has often led to troubles in

matching both houses and persons and to differences in the coverage
in the two operations which actually render them incomparable.

6' Sample:

The use of imperfect frames and the likelihood- of a

confusion in the definition of the units is well illustrated by some

examples from Tanganyika (1957 Sample Census) Kenya (1962 Sample Census)

Ghana (i960 Post-enumeration Survey).

In Tanganyika, areas which were

thought to he homogeneous and were therefore used as units in the sample
frame were found later not to be so and so in some areas major tribes
were found to have been inadequately represented.

It was.later found

that stratification by districts would have produced more satisfactory
results.

In Kenya it was discovered that the population in the sample

census for one of the strata fell seriously short of the expected number

because the list of farms used as the frame was out of date.

The exodus

of European farmers before independence had resulted in many farms not

only changing hands but even being abandoned.

In Ghana it was discovered

that the difficulty in matching names led to problems in identifying
some houses selected for the post-enumeration check.

Another factor

was.the variable interpenetrations of the concept of 'house1.

For

this reason it has been suggested by the Working Group on Censuses of

Population and Housing in Africa^/ that in future operations it would be
better to have complete enumeration of whole enumeration areas or segments
thereof instead of selecting individual houses or households for the postenumeration sample.

Yet even if whole enumeration areas are selected, the

houses will in some cases have to be matched.

One solution is to insist,

as a pre-censua exercise, on the official numbering of all houses in all

villages by the administrative authorities concerned/ It may be even better
to have such a practice established in countries as a normal part 'of

1/ See the Eeport of the Second Working Group on Censuses of Population

and Housing, Addis Ababa, 23 February - 4 March 1966 (K/CN.I4/CAS.5/CPH/8).

E/CN.14/CAS.5/17
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administration so that the authorities concerned may not be faced with
an unusually heavy burden just before a census.

Of course,

even where

official numbering of houses already exists care should be taken to
ensure, before a census, that the numbering is complete and accurate.
IX.

General

comments

Apart from these comments on specific topics there are a few
general points which are worth noting.

:

First it is wrong to assume

before aopost-enumeration check that only certain areas were; subject
to under or ever enumeration in" "the census.

In the Sudan, for example,

it was assumed that the areas which were enumerated by male enume
rators would be subject to under enumeration of children owing to the

mosl«ms tendency to understate the numbers of their children, espe
cially to male enumerators.

The post-enumeration check was therefore

held only in such areas and female, enumerators were used.

If such an

exercise had been carried out as a purely academic exercise it would

not have mattered much but the information collected during the postenumeration was used to adjust the census figures in those areas
concerned.

....

■

-The last comment, concerns the formulation of certain questions,

particularly those on the collection' of data on vital events.

Care

should always be taken to include; probing questions that will help

in checking the internal.consistency of the data collected.

In Ghana's

post-enumeration survey; for instance, questions were put only to women

aged 15 years and over on the numbers of children born, number dead,'
^number born the year before the survey and number who died in the'year

before, the survey.

In doing this,-and especially for the number torn

sofar to every woman, care...was taken to remind each woman of her "^
: children living ..in her own household, those living in other households

in ,the;aame locality and those/living in other localities.

There were,

however, two checks which'were, omitted^ and which adtually affected the
quality, of the data especially data on- deaths.

B/CN.14/CAS-.5/1T
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First there was no question to the head of household on the hum"ber

of children who were born last year and those who died last year.1

This

automatically led to under enumeration since data could not be collected
from mothers who gave birth to or lost children last year but who had
died at the time of the survey,

It also deprived the Survey of a

check

on the reports of living mothers because reports" on"birth's and deaths
by mothers in a particular household and a report by the head of
household should act as a

check on

each other especially where names

■

are recorded.

Secondly the Survey failed to ask for the sex of children either
ever born or born "last year" to women.
of a means of

checking on which

of the

This also deprived the planners
sexes was under or over enume

rated and of obtaining a rough measure of the sex ratio at birth.
In

comparing these African post-enumeration

checks with recommen

dations of the United Nations it is satisfying to note that in general,
the

checks followed all

except one principal recommendation,

as reports show, was followed only by a few of the

countries.

the one-to-one matching of structures or houses and persons,
United Nations recommendations stress as a major objective
enumeration

check.

country carried out

This may be due

is

which the

in a post-

that so far only one

in the two operations.

It is to be hoped

this aspect of post enumeration work will be given more attention

in the region in future,
evaluation

of

census

since it plays an important part

or survey data.

if for lack of resources

matched

on

in the

It may be pointed out

that

even

countries of the region are unable to under

take this on a large scale,
be

This

checks on the reliability of information given

by the same individuals
that

to the fact

which

a very small sample

of questionnaires may

one-to-one basis.

The foregoing notes and the accompanying tables indicate the gaps
in the data

on post-enumeration

checks available to the secretariat as

well as the utility of post-enumeration checks.
that all

It proves beyond doubt

censuses and surveys are defective and that

checks must be

E/O?.14/CAS.5/17
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carried put ,tot evaluate their defects.
surveys which are now

and surveys by all

considered, vital

Unlike pretests and pilot
pre-requisites for

countries of the region,

censuses

post-enumeration checks

have so far been.carried out by only a few

countries and results have(

not always been made

comprehensive reports

available

even

though

the main censuses., or surveys may have been published.

It is

to be .

hoped that: this situation will be remedied during the 1970 census
programme.

on
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Table

Population Censuses, Surveys,

undertaken

I
and Post—enumeration

in Africa Since

checks

1955
Percentage

of Regional
or Sub-region

late of last

Population

nicir'year 1965

Country and
Sub-region

Census

or

Sample Survey

estimate

(000)

Was Enqui iy

al population .

followed by

taking

Post-enumer

or survey

ation

which there

check

was

post

eration

74 25b

UAR(Egypt)

29 600

Sudan

13 540

Morocco

13 323

Algeria-

;

11 293

.

4 675

Tunisia

1 617
156
54

Libya
Spanish Nort Afr.
Ifni

Crhana
Upper Volta

YSS

l8-vi-196O
l-ll&15-ix-6O
1-11-1966

NO
YES

31-vii-1964

NO

4-xi-1963

2O-iii-196O
30-ix-60-22-iv-6l
15-xi-6O-v-6l

xi-1957-58

15-31-V-55

3 500
3 490./

Guinea
Senegal

.

3 326^/

...

Dahomey
Sierra Leone
Togo
.
.
.

.

2 365
2

290

1 638
1 066

..

Liberia

.

920

Mauri oania

527

Guinea

Gambia- ■ ■'
Cape Verde Islands
Spanish Sahara
St. -Helena, includ

.

iv-6O-viii-6l
.. x-59-iii-6O
25-v-3O-ix-6O

i-iv-63

YES

NO
NO

48

.

NO
YES
NO
NO

NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
YEb

xi-58-xii-6O

YES

2-iv-62
12-xii-56
3O-xii-6O

NO

. 17-iv-63

330 .
222

5

ing dependencies

YES
NO

15-xii-6O
31-xii-6O

NO

21-X-56

NO

NO

li;4

33 505

C^TTRAL AFRICA

15 627

Chad

1955-57
vi-53
17-xii-56

NO

5 229w
3 35Of/

Rwanda

3 HCw

vi-vii-52

NO

Burundi

3 210

25-H-31-vii-55

NO

Congo Dem.Rep.of
Cameroon

Central Afrioan

Rep,

Congo (Brazz.)
Gabon

Equatorial Guinea
Sao Tome&Principe

l/

1 352
940

463
268

56

African population only

enum

check

13.0

4 858
4 576
3 836

Mali
Ivory Coast

Portuguese

NO

17-1-1956

3O-xii-196O
31-xii-196O

57 500
7 740

Nigeria

Niger

2O-ix-196O

98 238

WEST AFRICA

for

Total Yes 28.8
42.5

AFRICA TOTAL
NORTH AFRICA

census

1959-60
viii-al-60
xii-6O-iv-6l
31-xii-6O
15-xii-6O

NO
NO

NO
NO
YES

NO

NO

'
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Table I (Cont'd)
Population Censuses, Surveys,

and Post-enumeration checks
undertaken in Africa Since 1955

v

Percentage

ef Regional
Population

mid-year 1965

Country and

estimate

Sub-region

Dato

yf last

Enquiry

or

followed by

survey

Post-enumer

Census

Sample

Was

ation

(000)

check

or Sub-region
al population
taking

census

or survey
which
was

for

there

post

enum

eration check

22 600

Ethiopia

Tanganyika

79.2

' 72 441

EAST AFRICA

.

-

.

Zarozibar

Kenya
Uganda

10 179

345
9 365
7 551

Madagascar

6 420

Rhodesia

4 260

Malawi (former
Nyasaland)
Zambia (former

NIL

2O-ll&19-viii-57
19-111-58
15-viii-62

25-iii&l8-viii-59
3O-xi-56
lC.iv-20.v.62

NO
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES

NO

4 000

2C-ix-66

YES

Norther Rhodesia

3 710

15-V-63

NO

Somalia
Mauritius

2

500

Reunion

Comoro Islands
French Somaliland
Seychelles

741
397

3O-vi-62
9-Z-61
vii-ix-58
1960-61
4-V-6O

NO

232

94
47

NO

6-ix-6O

NO

15-ix-6O

NO

NO
NO
NO

32 323

DTHERS
South Africa
Rep.

NO

-

including
dependencies

NIL

of

Mozambique
Angola
Lesotho

17 867
6 956
-5 154
838

South' West

31-xii-6O
8-iv-66

NO
NO

Africa

574

6-ix-6O

NO

Botswana

559

3-x-56

NO

Swaziland

375

17-vii-66

NO

GEAHA

KENTA

LIBERIA

MALAWI

MOROCCO

SIERRA LBOWE

2.

3.

4.

5-

6.

7.

UNECA

UCAITOA

11.

Litho

TOGO

0<i7-43

TAJiOAHYIKA

10.

9.

6. SUDAN

GAB01!

1.

Country

available

months

available

About

August 1959

1 Qontb

year

available

1

not

Information

Information
not available

About 1^ oontho

not

Information

About 4

Inforoation
not available

3 months

not

Information

Time interval from 0ansu«

1961

1957

available

August

not

Information

March 1963

I960

1966

196?

1962

June i960

Infcrmation
not available

Data

—••f

only in

rural

areas

only in

Partial ohaok

Yaa

Yso

uuapected

children was

unde r-anocara
tion of

areas where

Yes,

Tes

Tea

Y«e

Yeo

Yoa

Yea

Yeo

oheok

Coverage
error

No

No

No

available

ffo

not available

Information

not

Information

Tee

Yea,
age only

Yea

No

Content

Check of

Objectives

about

available

available

not available

Information

not available

Information

not available

Information

not available

Information

not available

Information

not

Information

available

Information
not

type

re-invoatigated

head

not

aei,

age-group

available

available

Triba, eox, Broad age group,
head of household

Inforoation not available

Triba,

Information r.ot

Information

Information not available

and

finale

nuae of

tribe,

male

household,

acd children,

Info mat ion not available

adultc

Name of

carriage,

3tatua,

Hou&.ingi

of roonia,

aga>

marital

available.

not

available.

not available.

not

to

head

auober children
number of

last

iry seaaon,

children dead,
attendance.

Religion, education, births, place
cf birth, religion, deathi.

Information not available.

school

child born einoe

alive,

ever born, nuober of ohildren

status,

aga,

household
aotual

of

occupation,

religion,
number of Hives;

birthplace,

Relationahip

Information not available.

Information

Information

Information

employnent

statue,

race, nationality or tribe,
birthplace.

sex,

tc

litteRelationship

birthplace,

of hoiiBOhcld.
Religion,

ho ad

religion,

cooking arrangements,
raoy and

light,

floor apace, ameniti.>e (water toilet)

no.

of vives;

type of building,

no.

length and type of

mortality,

inveptigatnd

20

fertility,
B&rriago,

tion or

Marital
fora of

type cf activity

topioe

Page

Information not available

Additional

*\£e, e-ix, birthplace, employment
Qtatuo, occupation, full time educa

Jnfcnaatici: not avuiiable

Topics

in /'rioa by

Information
not available

£ 105,000

not

Infomatlcn

Coot

PGot-enumeration checks held

TABLE 2

OHAHa

2.

(rural)

10 % of electoral

10.

TAMOANTIKA

SUDAH

5 )t of population

100,000 peroone

MOROCCO

7.

not available

Information

available

snail ones grouped
to form areas of

Eeodaan'i e-roas

in Census

Persons enumerated

areas

List of headmen's

tors in oertain
provinces

by male enumera

Persons enumerated

1,000 persons each

divided up and

each unit consist

of 1,000 persons

lities to males

group*b of loca

(large localities

oonsoription

List of rural

Information
not available

not

Information

Localities

All localities is
the oountries

Localities or

houses

Village* and

Information
not available

than Enume
ration

Snail Looalities
less

stations

foreot

Lists of sub-loca

forest stations
and fame
tions and

List of farad.

Sub-looations

Information

9.

MALAWI

6.

Liet of Census
enumeration areas
and houses

and houses

areas

Frame

Census enumeration

Units

not available

Information
not available

Stratum C

of farina in

Stratua B and 1/9

l/lO of areas in

5 i> of population

house

160 looa.11 ties

HABAGASCAfl

5.

in every

fifth occupied

vidual

oovorod each indi

The sample inquiry

Siee

8. SIERRA LEOlfE

LIBERIA

4.

3. KENYA

OABOH

1.

Country

D e s

1
n

Typn of sample

mistreeses)

female enumerators (echool-

Information not available
Post-cnumeration- eur^ey done by

Tiro-stage stratified sample

Information not available

Tvo-stage stratified sample

Infonaation not available

Multi-stoga random

Two-stage stratified sample

Two-stage stratified sample

S

Total Afrioan
Stratified tvo stage oluster
population in rural sample with probability propor
areas
tional to aiie at the first stage

six provinces
of the north

1.8 Billion only,

Census sample of

Rural population

Total population

Rural population

Total population

Areas

population in rural

Total African

Total population

Universa

sample

Sample Designs used in Afrioan Post-enumeration checks by Country

TABLE 3

Enume

hojsed ware selected

available

available

At first stage

At the

ten buildings selected

men '•

seoond stage Head
areito aeleoted randomly.

systematically;

At first stags osneus areas aeleoted

Partly randoa

from eaoh sample localities systema
tically with probability of 1 in 200.

second stage

population of looalitiss.

1^0 localities selected with probabi
lity proportional to •stiraated

Systeoatio sampling.

Information not available

Information not

Information not

Systematic

Systematic

randoa systematic procedure.

fron each Enumeration Areas applying

the seoond stage

ration Areas grouped into four strata
by enumeration areas numbers and
random systematic selection uaod. In

in the first stage)

Method of Seleotion

21

SyBtcaatic
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TOGO

TUHISIA

UQAHDA

11.

»?.

13.

Country

inha

and above,

4(000

of parish

available

tion

by 1948 popula

List

population

Parishes by 1948

areas

repre

5 ^t of population

Areas

sented 20 it of the

Sample

not

Information

not available

Afrioan

rural areas

population in

Total

Total population

Total population

available

Information

not

Information

* '

Type of saiapl*

'

Kandom Banple

Information not

available

Information-not available

Design

Uhlverse

3 a a p 1 •

TABLE 3 (ooat'd)

-

Prone

—■ -

□nits

■"■■

Information
not available

5 it of rural arena

bitants

towns,

population of

of Lome, 10 it-of

20 < of population

120 persons

Site

.^

"
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•

>

Random selection of parishes

Information not available

Information not available

Ketbod of Selection

'

^

GHANA

KENYA

SI3KRA LEOHE

TANGANYIKA

UGANDA

1.

2.

3.

4-

5.

Census

Information not

399 enumerators

93 supervisors

1,169 enumerator's and

available

200 supervisors

able

English

Persons

to speak

Information not available

supervisors

and sohool masters

Mainly by government
offices

1,500 enumerators and

in Census,

Supervisors

mainly sohool teachers

82 supervisors

Qualification

1,146 enunerators and

Number

oensus

or

General

supervisors

Persons instructors

Information not available

Information not

available

oensus

enumerators

supervisors

Selected from

by best

oases

field exercises

for a week

and field exercises "both

Classroom type of training

and field exercises.

Classroom type of training

Information not available

plus

Classroom type of training

field exercises

region seleoted and sup
plemented in some

Classroom type of training
plus

Best supervisors in every

23
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Training reoeived

Page

e/cn.

Msthod of seleotion

E n u m e r a t 0 r e

Particulars of Enumerators used in Post-enumeration Checks

TABLE 4

GEAHA

,

Tea

Ho

7.

UOAHDA

Yes

Ho

6. TAIIOAHYIKA

that of

total for

Country below

the Oeneral Census by 3 %

the whole

Census. Sample Census

Coverage of General Census taken
as better than that of the sample

of 8.2 % in the general oensus

Cheok revealed an underoount

oensus

Under enumeration of 4*6 % in

Tea

to a Baopling error of !■£ j£)

in oansus

Ho

SUDA5

5.

available

Absolute nat error leas than 5 i»

Yes

3-fc i> under enumeration (subject

not

Information

Het error of about + 1 % in

Yes

oensus ~

Provisional ovar-enumeretion of

between 0.6 % and 2.6 % in oensus

General results obtained

Yob

aggregates

Yes

SIERRA LEOHE

4.

no

Yea

Comparison of

Method of Comparison results

to one matohing

Hot known

One

the

areas

oheok

the use

-

tend to

,'

during

the

oould not

sample

always

census*

be identified

Sample Census illustrates that
the lower estimate obtained was
the result of the uae of inperfaot frame.
The boundaries of
the sub-parlsho* used aa units

i

under count

ITo

-

Census

frames

disadvantagea
iropurfeot

surveys.

of

the aen&ufi.

enumeration may
overstate

Post

in Sajaplen

in

Check revealed the

immediately after

Cbeok revealed the disadvantages
in the use of Inperfect fraaes
in sample Burveya.

cheok was

the

Cheok revealed the high mobility
of the population aiid the need
to hold any suoh future cheokn

Utility of

Page 24

Yea

held

poat—enuaeration

Adjusted only in areas where

Yes

ueed

the post-enumeration
oheok was

where

Correoted only in

Yes

no

Ho

Ho

Census results adjusted or not

held in Africa

Yes

LIBERIA

3.

2. rEHYA

1.

Country

Results and Utility of Poet-enumeration checks

TABLE 5

